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Agueris and DiSTI Sign a Strategic Partnership to Market Virtual Maintenance
Training Solutions
Leverages the VE Studio platform to create virtual training solutions for the European market
Orlando, FL (January 15, 2018) – The DiSTI Corporation, the world’s leading provider of 3D virtual training solutions, and
Agueris, the European leader in training and simulation and member of the CMI Group, are proud to announce their strategic
partnership to jointly develop 3D Virtual Maintenance Training Solutions for the European market. These solutions will be
based on DiSTI’s virtual training solution, VE Studio. VE Studio uses a unique database-driven approach that optimizes
developing and managing content, training procedures and content delivery to multiple types of interfaces to provide customers
with immersive training experiences at the highest level of quality and flexibility.
The relationship is part of the DiSTI strategic partnership program it has implemented to develop new industry solutions and
supply the demand for improving workforce training. Over the past 15 years DiSTI has been a leader in developing virtual
training solutions for the military and aviation market and is expanding into other industries that desire 3D training to improve
workforce development. VE Studio incorporates DiSTI’s patented development process into a technology platform that greatly
improves the delivery process for virtual training. DiSTI is now extending their global reach through a select number of strategic
partnerships.
For Agueris, this partnership aligns with their ambition to expand their direct activity and develop innovative maintenance
training solutions for the market, including companies within the CMI Group, in order to increase productivity, improve safety
and to create new services for the customers.
Commenting on this partnership agreement, Yves Jourde, Agueris CEO, stated, “We see a growing demand in the market for
Virtual Maintenance Training solutions. VE Studio provides us with a very efficient platform. It provides us with the capability
to deliver training content to different devices such as desktops, tablets and virtual reality devices, without having to redevelop
content for each device. This is very important for our customers who need to conduct training in different places and on
different types of devices. DiSTI's process and methodology greatly simplifies the development cycle making it easy to
implement changes. We have experienced that we can reduce the time and cost it takes to develop a training solution by half
compared with conventional methods. This is great news for our customers who have a real need for these VMT solutions”.
John Cunningham, Chief Revenue Officer, DiSTI, stated “Agueris is a leader in the simulation and virtual training industry in
Europe and is a perfect partner to work with as we expand our business in that market. We are very excited that Agueris has
chosen to develop their maintenance training solutions exclusively with VE Studio and look forward to collaborating with them
in the development of solutions for their market”.
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###
The DiSTI Corporation, the world’s leading provider of 3D virtual training solutions
Our flagship product, GL Studio, delivers advanced high-performance 3D user interfaces to the aerospace, automotive,
medical, and training industries. Leading global manufacturers such as Jaguar Land Rover, Boeing, and Lockheed Martin
choose GL Studio for its’ performance, fidelity, and reliability in interface development and deployment. Whether for avionics,
instrument clusters, infotainment systems, medical devices, or flight simulators, GL Studio exceeds the developer’s interface
demands.
DiSTI’s user interface technology also expands into 3D virtual maintenance training solutions. DiSTI’s VE Studio is the world’s
leading platform for managing the development of complex 3D virtual environments for use on desktop, mobile, and virtual
and mixed reality training applications. VE Studio manages the entire development process including requirements analysis,
content development, and automated software builds and regression testing.
For more information on The DiSTI Corporation contact Kevin Mikalsen at kmikalsen@disti.com

About Agueris & CMI Group
A fully-owned subsidiary of the bicentennial CMI Group, Agueris (Paris, France) is a reference player in training and simulation.
The company designs, develops, integrates, deploys and supports simulation-based training solutions for defense and
industry. Especially, Agueris designs vehicle specific simulators and gunnery training solutions including virtual simulation,
embedded simulation and virtual maintenance training with the aim of optimizing operational efficiency through cost-effective
training and simulation.
The company is one of the first in the world to have deployed operational embedded training solutions. Beyond simulators,
Agueris helps end-users leverage the power of simulation using teams dedicated to support, maintenance, and assistance.
Agueris is driven by innovation, with a team with 25+ years expertise in the field, backed by a world leader in weapon systems
for armored vehicles, marketed under the Cockerill® brand, which relies on 200 years of defense and industrial engineering
history. Agueris is based in Velizy, near Paris, France.
For more information on Agueris contact Emmanuel Chiva, Chief Strategy Officer at chiva@agueris.com
For more information on CMI Group contact Xavier Rigo, Communications Manager at xavier.rigo@cmigroupe.com
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